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ABSTRACT

A formalism has been developed for the study of optical

conductivity of disordered semiconducting alloys effect of off-

diagonal disorder, clustering and randomness in the electron-

photon interaction matrix may te incorporated vithin this. The aim

is to finally study Ge As Sb as well as deep levels in this

alloy.
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ihe augmented space formalism introduced by Mookorjee (1973)

a decade ago has provided a powerful method for the determi-

nation of configurationally averaged properties of disordered systems :

electron density of states {3ishop and ;Iookerjee 1974, Kaplan and

Gray 1976,1977; Kaplan et al 1980; Kookerjee 1975, Kumar et al 1992,

Hookerjee et al 1933), phonon Spectral density (Kookerjee and Yussouff

1984), line shapes and widths (Kaplan st al 198C,. Mookerjee and dingh

1984) and recently electrical conductivity (.'lookerjee et al 1983,. 198M.

In this communication we shall extend from that formalism and develop

i t s application to the calculation of the configurationally averaged

optical properties of random, semiconducting alloya.

'i?he optical response of a solid material is characterized by a

complex refractive index n = n^-in2, uhich is , in general^frequency

dependent. This may be expressed in terms of two optical measurable

quantities : the complex dielectric function e(w) = e,(v) - ie2(w) = n2

and the absorption coefficient a(w) = ve2(w)/n,{w) o r *he optical

conductivity a(w) = i-7E?(w)/4« . A Kraramers-Kronig relationship links

e, and

w'-v

and restricted by an optical sum rule :

we,(w) dw = -jr TEW*

(la)

(lb)

w being the plasma frequency.

The Kubo formula for the optical conductivity gives

a(w) = \ ^ ^ 1 \s% f ( y j * f(Ei)[l-f(Ef)] diSf-^-^j (2a)
i»f,Y '

where the electron-photon interaction matrix 1B given by

i,f labels the initial and final electronic states. For a semi-

conductor i lies in the valence band,while f in the conduction band.

^L is a unit vector in the polarization direction of the photon and

is the momentum operator (-fe/i) V .



*e may rearrange (2 a) using -2T | i ;> . 6 ( i ..-5 .-hw) < i I =

Ir̂.. where p is the projection operator onto the subspace

spanned by the bonding or valence basis li;> , 3 is the Green operator

(T)I-H)~ and rf = iSf-hw-i6
+, e .£ = p

e'
wm' f y . * Y

In taking the configuration average, to the first approximation we shall

ignore the vertex corrections, v/ithin the single site coherent potential

approximation (1CPA) in a two band model, the vertex corrections vanish

anyway (Jrouers and Vedyayev .1972 jt Contributions arise from cluster and

off-diagonal disorder expects in the cluster (JPAs and are expected to be

small for III-V semiconducting ternary alloys, for which the formulation

is finally aimed.

We shall treat the conduction band in a linear combination of plane

waves method. The conduction electrons are reasonably deiocalized and

this treatment is adequate with only a few reciprocal lattice vectors,

•"•'he conduction band density of states is devoid of structure and we

Shall treat the disorder in the conduction band within a 1GPA or VCA.

a G

G —

within the VCA, the conduction band energies are given t>y,

(3a)

= 0 . (31))

The valence band will oe treated within a tight-binding method and the
disorder at least within the 2CPA, in order to incorporate the effects of
off-diagonal disorder. '-This treatment is very similar to the photo-
emission work of Bullett and iveliy as reported by i.eino (1983), The
tijat-binding basis {(n> = epfE-j^H may be suitably chosen (Jullett 1975J
and i^ = | > < |

wm11 Im 5: 2
f y n m

2"<flp ImXml G(ri ) i n><nipjf>
m ' Y

:,ith <m , P y -f> f
ihis matrix element is randou, since it depends upon which kind of

atom occupies the site r :

where x! is the random occupation variable with probability density
m

) (Ub)(Km) = c6(:;m-D

p.f I f > =1

If we put Ihc.) back in (Ua) , we note that configuration average is

done over the following combination :

In augmented space p(Hm) = -J

(l~c) P m + (r'b>

She construction of the augmented space, the various M and the

configuration averaging procedure has been described in great detail

in the various references quoted at the beginning of this communication.

In the following, familiarity with these works will be assumed to avoid

unnecessary repetitions.

[^m] ,r = <*& I S U P > where G = (ril-g)"
1 (5c)

run fa*

with H being the same functional of {Hm} as K was a function of the

random Nffl and lF>-T]®y^ ., H e j t x ID , E i s the

configuration space spanned byTT̂ Y™.Ŷ J-

-k-

-3-



n (JB.J

5 fl ]mn n Jav Hn |nP>

(5<=) and (5d)in (5b) and the t r a n s l a t i o n a l symmetries of the
augmented space, which a r i se because of the s t a t i s t i c a l homogeneity
i . e . P(W ) being independent of m, we obtain I for the expression (5a)

mnJav

where <p = c<pA+ (1-c)<p3 and

(l-c)

1 -1- K^ifi

(6)

then to determine H f f

renormallze
The d e r i v a t i o n of

Derivation of the quantity ^ in a cluster CPA has been described
in Kumar et al (1932) using a graphical method perfected by Haydoek{19?2).
I t has been carried out in detail for III-V seniconducting alloys by
i'lookerjee et al (1983). The main idea here i s , f i r s t , to delink the
graph corresponding to H in augmented space according to the prescription
equivalent to taking a CCPA (Biahop and Aookerjee 1974, wookerjee 1975);

by finding how the augmented Space decorations
the Harailtonian Of, say, Hg (the host).

& and £ ^ which involves off-diagonal elements

in augmented space has also been described in detail by Kaplan and <jray
1977,198U) and Mookerjee and Yussouff (1934) in the context of phonon
density of states where similar terms arise beacuse of mass disordertand
by Mookerjee and sinrrii (198̂ ) in the context of electrical conductivity.

In a l l cases self-consistent., herglots preserving approximations
•••rare obtained for alj. concentrations c, a l l energies and degrees of
d i9order e A - ^ , and ^-V^.V^V^-ZV^.

We shall now put these back into tlie expression for a(v/J and
obtain the basic eou^tion for suosenueni; calcvi

- 5 -

here 1 in &t£,n) =

A(js,G,c) = 9*

are the spectral xunctions.

are angular variables over surfaces of constant energy.

/T, j . Y
n c f' l B t h e configuration averaged conduction band density of states.

This equation forms the baais of our calculations. I t is instructive to
reduce (?) to a standard lorm under suitable approximations, to check
out i t s credibility. If we treat the conduction electrons in a free
electron, effective mass approximation so that

i f ) = V~T e1^"* sf^t) = "fiJkV2m'';nc(3)=(l/2iti:) %? fE .

j'or unpoiariaed photons W(BJl,0) = 2m*B , equienergetic surfaces are
s'nheres so that d2il = sinCded<p , the f i rs t term in (7) becomes
proportional to

r±'^ spectral function i s a Lorentzian centred at the solutions of
ii-'tii/-1(j(34-'iiw)-l1(-J-'RwJs(^) = 0. /or very small disorder this reduces
to a delta iunction &(3+Brr-'nw) where the top of the valence band is
taite^ u-« - e ^«xo of energy and 2^ the oand gap. Vflth this^the above
reduces to being proportional to {1ivr-S J3'^. Thio is the standard result
for, ony, JaAs (Animalu, iSVT, p.?38, Kti.6.106) : noto t':-.t the extra faCor

r!-2_) cones from the electron-photon Interaction matrix oc n k*of
and froa the 6-function)

The ?_bove foraialisa is now bein^ applied to study the optical
properties of OaAs ,Jb, , p.i'ter irradiation with electrons, oonie ideas
aoout the origin of J like defects in these have oeen recently put
forward by Murawn.i:i and ;uni-}i (1904), i n i a w i l i be reported subsequently.
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